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This park, its fresh, its beautiful, Whats that I see? they are harvesting!! how exciting I wonder where those plants go. While I croos the boulevard and the trams, I see a building which looks like I will be able to pass through. Or go up there! oh my! Its a production building. How fun. I see the weave nevr seen that before. Its overwelming how much I see now. Once outside over the bridge I see helophyten cleaning the water, And in front of me The Katoenveem. Gosh its beautiful. Its different that its counterpart on the other side of the water, but its also accesible! Frantic designers and stylists all aroud. What did I just walk into? GOOD LORD I think they are prepairing for fashion week! I see models walking up and down the street. Not yet beautufully clothed, I think they will get 
there. No time to dit at the cafe in the plint of the Katoenveem, There is way too much to see. While the street is not small at all it feels homey, Oh and speaking of homey, I think this might be housing! And is that? Yes it is! Its an opening through the collective garden. Nothing gets me more excited than walking through in one continuous line. Wow these apartments look small, to each their own I guess. Another bridge! This place lives and breathes the water accesibility. I am here for it! Over another bridge, kelp is being harvested. It’s my lucky day today to see so much production. How nice would it be to live here. Near a big park. And with all this life around you. While I keep thinking about life and living I finally cross the water, that’s A big cross. Great for a long walk with the 
dog. Once over the water The enrgy shifts a little.  Its much more quite and serene here. I see children running and a few small tailors in the street. The houses on this pier look bigger. And strange at the same time, Why are there people on the 3rd level? Oh hang on, its a combination of apartments on top of townhouses how clever. Yes! I can also walk trough here. Only its alot bigger. I think I might settle here with my book For a while before I walk all the way back to the hectic production part and enjoy my quite time for now.
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